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About This Game

Enter a realm of cyberspace where hitting digital orbs can gain you ultimate glory! In this retro styled game you are given two
paddles to prove what you're made of. Harnes 5d3b920ae0
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cyberpong vr

Plenty of fun After I got my Vive, I've tried out a few VR games at Steam Cyberpong is the first game I'm really hooked on
Super solid and enjoyable VR game. Wow it is really fun game that I can play again. Single player mode is kind of like
Arcanoid, you can shoot the blocks and get more balls depend on your energy, multiplayer mode is like Air hockey and this
could be very fun game at VR player with my friend. Hope to see more people at the multiplayer.. I wanted to update my review
on this game. Originally I posted this as a negative review, but have now changed it to a positive review. I left the original
review below for any of you who may be experiencing the same issues I was. Long story short, the issue ended up being a
mixture of hardware configuration issues. The odd thing was that other games I played were fine, but this one seemed to bring
those issues to the surface. Even though the SteamVR Performance Test said that my system was more than ready,
UserBenchmark correctly identified the issues that needed to be addressed. Once I resolved these issues, Cyberpong VR worked
flawlessly. This is a great game to have in your library. It really takes Pong to a much higher level. I love the neon graphics. Now
I just need to work on my stamina so that I can play for longer than 10 minutes at a time :-)
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bugs! The Good: Great visuals for a Pong game. This isn't the old Pong game from the 70s. Between the virtual stage and the
variety of in-game play, this one would actually keep me entertained.if I could get it to work properly. The Bad: I have about 20
VR titles, and I haven't had any issues with any of them, except this one. With this one, the screen keeps flashing from a black
screen to the game (every couple of seconds), making the game unplayable. As for my hardware, I'm a Vive running a Asus
STX Strix 1070 08G on a i5-6600 16GB Win10 platform. You would think this would be more than enough hardware to throw
at it, as none of my other apps seem to complain, so there must be an issue with Cyberpong VR. This game has potential to be
one of my favorite apps, if I could get it to run as designed, but until those issues are addressed by the developer, it pains me to
say that I'm going to have to give this two thumbs down.. I really like this game. Good cardio. Wish there were more players
online as I have yet to play a match.. Like A-10 VR, I think this game suffers from its name. This is not a pong game -- it's not
even close to what Holoball is trying to do (other than the fact that the game happens to involve a ball). If this game were named
Cyberarkanoid VR, or Cyberbreakout VR, or anything other than containing the word 'pong,' I feel like there would be less
unfortunate comparison with something it's not. In any case, this game is super fun, and a compelling little arcade blockbreaker.
The force feedback of the paddles is well-implemented, and the later stages of the game get good and frantic. I find myself
wishing for more single-player modes, but the one mode it has is really good. I've demoed it to a couple folks as a room-scale
experience and everybody has liked it a lot.. Great fun! Very good excercise as well. You keep coming for more.. Fun Game,
with great Head 2 Head gaming possibilities! Simple and fun as the SPT game. However, it would be nice with a cleaner
background when challenging other users, a bit hard to see the chaperon system when playing and moving around. To Much
flashing graphics around the play area, would be great if there was a minimal vector grapic setup for seriously online
competitions, that could selectable.. This game is very fun and also a good workout. The multiplayer is like pong but the
singleplayer is more like breakout. The haptic feedback feels good, it makes it feel like im actually hitting a ball. The only
problem I have with this game is that theres not enough people playing it, so it can take a long time to find an opponent to play
against, and sometimes it cant find an opponent at all. But the singleplayer is very fun and I would recommend getting this just
for the singleplayer.. Incredibly addictive Havent imagined I could enjoy 3D arkanoid game on VR until I played Cyberpong
More fun with paddles for those who like the challenge Gold standard for casual VR game. What's going on with this game? Is it
dead? I always waited and nobody came to join in to play. The demo was better than the paid version since I only play with AI
anyway now.
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